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INVOCATION

May the Light in me be the light before me
May I learn to see it in all.

May the sound I utter reveal the light in me
May I listen to it while others speak.

May the silence in and around me present itself,
The silence which we break every moment,

May it fill the darkness of noise we do
And convert it into the Light of our background.

Let virtue be the strength of my intelligence,
Let realisation be my attainment,

Let my purpose shape into the purpose of our earth,
Let my plan be an epitome of the Divine Plan.

May we speak the silence without breaking it.
May we live in the awareness of the background.

May we transact light in terms of joy.
May we be worthy to find place in the Eternal Kingdom OM.

Master E.K.

PRAYER FOR THE YEAR

All names together utter the name of God.

A prophecy thinks from darkness to light.

Prophecy is fulfilled.
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`
MESSAGE OF THE MONTH OF GEMINI

The third sun sign of the zodiac is relatable to the third root-race and the
third PITRIC centre in the human body, VISUDHI, the throat centre. The one
becomes two in Gemini. The male-female man becomes male and female,
positive and negative, distributive and receptive, right and left, divine and
diabolic, spirit and matter, knowledge and ignorance, light and darkness,
evolution and involution, right and wrong, broad and narrow, higher and
lower, etc. Without Gemini there is no creation. Without two opposing cur-
rents nothing manifests. Without South Pole there is no North Pole. Without
earth there is no heaven. The duality exists by opposition. Without such oppo-
sition they do not exist. Trying to annihilate one in favour of the other is igno-
rance.

The students of knowledge hate ignorance. The disciples hate indisci-
pline. The superiors look-down upon inferiors. As long as there is the rejection
of the opposite, the opposite gains strength and stands by itself. The creation
itself is balanced by the continuous and equal opposition between the divine
and the diabolic as per the PURANAS. The yogis are in the golden middle path
and are at the neutral state. Hence, to them there is no opposition from ei-
ther sides. The Lord too descends to neutralise the imbalances as between
the divine and diabolic but not to annihilate the one in favour of the other.

The creation is a swing where sometimes the divine and sometimes the
diabolics gain marginal superiority. This is according to the law of alterna-
tions. The earth also swings from left to right and right to left causing summer
and winter solstices while the equinox is the principle of balance. To trans-
cend from the swing to equinox is the key which represents the golden middle
path. Yoga is thus the golden middle path that neutralises the left and right
energies in the yoga student.

Gemini gives the message that one needs to walk through left and right
pillars (Castor and Pollux) to enter into the temple. Lord Krishna recommends
to Arjuna to become a yogi for this reason. Let the entry into Gemini be
through the golden middle principle.

MESSAGE OF THE TEACHER

LOVE THE WAY

None can compel the Lord, for He is obliged to none. He obliges
Himself, where there is a pure heart that emits love, devotion and
self-attunement. It is amazing the way these blessed ones gain the
favours of the Lord. The Lord is not pleased so much by a disciple s
ability as He is pleased by love, devotion and self-attunement. The
longing for the Lord develops an immense love for the Lord by which
the Lord is attracted through the Law of Magnetism. The true disciple
realises the Presence in and around him and therefore lives, moves and
rejoices his being in Him. Great seers like NARADA, HANUMAN, GOPIS
found the way to the Lord through this immense love. The love of the
Lord seems to bind Him in the best way. Man better learns God-loving
nature than anything else.
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GÎTÂ-UPANISHAD

- LORD SRI KRISHNA -

BEING AND DOING

Man believes that he is the doer. The more he does the more he breads
pride and becomes egoistic and self-conscious. He gradually develops a self-
centred pride. He concretises his intellect and grows rigid as he believes him-
self to be the doer. All acts are stimulated from Nature. The Nature in man
stimulates each man according to the blend of his qualities of poise, dyna-
mism and inertia. The qualities emerge from Nature and their blend causes
action in a triple way that is divine, diabolic and human. Man, as per the
blend of the qualities that he carries has the blend of the divine, diabolic and
human activity. Man is born from these qualities. But the qualities themselves
are born from the Nature. Thus the Nature is the president of all qualities
while the three qualities function as Her three lieutenants.

The Nature is inert by itself without the Presence. The Presence acti-
vates the Nature and makes it conscious. From its consciousness the qualities
emerge. Thus the Presence is the unseen president while the Nature is the
seen president. Different electric equipments function differently due to the
quality of their composition when electricity is present in them. If electricity
is not there electric instrument remains inert. Likewise, the man s presence
lends support to his qualities. If he orients his presence to the Divine, who is
beyond qualities, his personal qualities are also at rest. But if he is present
through the qualities, the qualities act and bind him.

The real doers therefore are the qualities but not the man himself. Elec-
tricity is not giving cool breeze It is the air-conditioner. Electricity is also not
conducting the television nor does it cool the things in the refrigerator. Its
presence causes these equipments to function. The functioning belongs to the
equipments. Likewise all functioning belongs to the human equipment consis-
ting of three qualities, five elements, five organs of action, five sense organs,
five sensations, five pulsations, etc. cont. p. 8

MESSAGE OF MASTER CVV

SATYA YOGA

Persons with worldly name, fame, position and property do not
find my path of yoga comfortable. Those who grow excessively into the
world are generally distant to the Truth. The reason being that, un-
truth prevails in the world than the truth. The yoga that I profound is
Satya yoga. It demands truthfulness at mental, vocal and physical le-
vels. If you have gained anything in the world through untruth you bet-
ter not invoke Me. The fire of the truth relating to my yoga will burn
up your worldly gains just as a flame burns up camphor. I let only truth
prevail. I do not let much untruth around you, for it hinders your pro-
gress as a Soul. Look for the splendour of the Soul and not so much for
the splendour of the world. If it comes in the truthful way let it be so.
Remember that every yoga promotes only truth and does not let un-
truth coexist.

____________
cont.from p. 7

The doer is the equipment, the dweller is not. The dweller is the being.
His quality is to be. The doer is the equipment. That is why one is called a
human being but not a human doing.

Electricity has no identity with any equipment. Its identity is by itself.
Likewise, the being in human equipment cannot identify himself with the
human instrument. You are not your equipment. You are a Being, eternal and
unqualitative.
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LORD MAITREYA

THE HUMAN RIDDLE

Fortify the thought plane with qualitative thoughts. You are thus pro-
tected by a strong fort. The five elements in you shine forth as per the quality
of your thought. If thought quality weakens the fort weakens. It develops
cleavages. It becomes easy for the undesirable ones to enter into the fort of
your body. Once undesirable energies enter into you the health is disturbed.
You get dispirited and disappointed. Gradually you lead yourself into self-pity.
The three together lead you to death.

Let not INDRA, the Lord of good thoughts, become qualitatively weak. As
per PURANAS whenever INDRA was qualitatively weak the ASURAS (diabolics)
entered his kingdom of heaven and vanquished him. Your defeat depends
upon the quality of your thought. INDRA is the Lord of the celestials. He is the
king of the creation. He protects. This he does by the quality of his thoughts.
You too can uplift yourself or cause downfall to yourself as per the quality of
your thought.

If today on the planet there are floods on one side and drought on the
other side and if there are incurable and horrible sicknesses and never ending
conflicts between religions and nations, it is due to the quality of human
thought. Even goodwill groups are seldom engaged in thoughts of goodwill.
They are at conflict with other groups and many times even with the members
of the same group. When humans regularly produce conflicts through their
thoughts how can they aspire harmony for humanity? From the hierarchical
standpoint we see how foolish humanity is. They regularly destroy that which
they aspire to establish. An average human has much conflict in himself and
his thoughts emit energies of conflict. Harmony therefore remains a mirage.
This is the human riddle.

MASTER MORYA
- MARUVU MAHARSHI -

THE STRENGTH OF COLLECTIVITY

Each man builds his own world within the world according to his
thoughts and desires. There are innumerable worlds within the world.
Each one is busy in his own world. The world of the other does not
exist to him. So is the case with the other too. You have your own
world while your neighbour has his own world. Many times within a
family each one has his own world, which is unconnected with that of
the other. The members of the family are no doubt under one roof but
have different worlds. Such is today s paradox. The age of KALI thus
circumscribes and separates an individual from the other. Each one
grows individualistic and looses collectivity. The strength is in collec-
tivity and the weakness is in loneliness. An average occidental today
suffers from this loneliness and is unable to step out and get into col-
lective existence. Seeing the danger of the excessive separativity to
the point of sickness, groups are contemplated by us. Learn to fit into
a group than to be proud of being individualistic. If you do not choose
so, you are in peril. You will perish.
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MASTER KOOT HOOMI
- DEVAPI MAHARSHI -

FEAR AND ITS ANTIDOTE

Fear is a hindrance on the Path. The fearful ones cannot progress.
The little progress that they accomplish is also unavailable when
needed if fear hovers around him. Fear causes contraction of heart.
Fear also causes congestion in the lungs. The respiration does not hap-
pen as it should to a victim of fear. Inadequate respiration increases
fear further and the person starts gasping for breath. Consequently,
one would be led to the fear of death. Thus, fear is really frightening.

Fear indicates lack of confidence, belief or faith in the divine or in
the teacher or in oneself. The confidence in belief or faith or teacher
enables unfoldment of the heart. Such unfoldment dispels fear. It hap-
pens simultaneously. Thus faith or belief is the antidote to fear. I
therefore strongly recommend that you conduct prayers in the heart to
keep distance from fear and its co-borns: suspicion, prejudice, hatred,
peevishness, illusion and pride.

MESSAGE OF MASTER E.K.

LAW THE WAY

The Lord of Hosts, the indweller of the universe, the God in crea-
tion takes to human form with all the intelligences and powers of Na-
ture. The humans are given form. The Lord descends into the form.
The humans can reach the Lord gradually abiding to the laws of uni-
verse. The Law is the way for the Lord to descend and for the human
to ascend.

10
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VIDURA

WISDOM TEACHINGS

The wise one
lives not on others  admiration.

He lives to accomplish
acts of goodwill,

while admiration may follow him
as a shade.

 SHIRDI SAI SAYINGS

TRANSMISSION

The Lord is with and without form. The egoist fancies of the Lord
without form, while the humble reveres the Lord with form.

For the former the Lord is not communicable, while for the latter,
the Lord becomes communicable, for communication through form is
easier than without form.

Blessed are the humble ones who bend before the Lord in form,
for their ego enables transmission of Light transcendent!

13



SRI RAMAKRISHNA

KNOW THE ONE

Man is born in this world with two tendencies  Vidya, the ten-
dency to pursue the path of liberation, and Avidya, the leaning to-
wards worldliness and bondage. At his birth, both these are, as it
were, in equilibrium like the two scales of a balance. The world soon
places its enjoyments and pleasures in one scale and the Spirit its at-
tractions in the other. If the mind chooses the world, the scale of
Avidya becomes heavy, and man gravitates towards the earth; but if it
chooses the Spirit, the scale of Vidya becomes heavier and pulls him
towards God.

Know the One, and you will know the all. Ciphers placed after the
figure 1 get the value of hundreds and of thousands, but they become
valueless if you wipe out that figure. The many ciphers have value only
because of the One. First the One and then the many. First God, and
then the Jivas and the Jagat (creatures and the world).

First gain God, and then gain wealth; but do not try to do the con-
trary. If, after acquiring spirituality, you lead a worldly life, you will
never lose your peace of mind.

CHILDREN S SECTION

THE DOCRINE OF ETHICS

Mate not on auspicious days.
Depend not on

the king's grace.
Foster not the spouse's pride.
Live not at an unholy place.

15
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CHILDREN S SECTION

THE RIGHT USE OF FOOD

Tobacco and Alcohol

There are people who swallow cigarette smoke! What for? For en-
ergy? No. For nothing? No. They say - for pleasure. But poor fellows,
they do not know that it comes back as displeasure after a while. They
are spoiling their respiratory system for pleasure! What wisdom!

There are people who indiscreetly and excessively drink alcohol.
They too are spoiling much within their body. Chewing tobacco, drink-
ing alcohol for pleasure is like pouring sea water into a gasoline tank of
a motor vehicle. The destruction is for sure.

There are foods that energise the body. One should consume only
these. Only then is one sensible. Insensible are they who do not care
for energising the body. One should know what food energises his sys-
tem and what food does not. He should not compromise to eat that
which is not suitable to him.

Generally, tobacco and alcohol are not suitable to human body.
They affect the brain, the respiratory system and the digestive system.
Coffee and other stimulants are also not recommended. Instead, they
can be substituted by milk, water and fruit juices.

* A section from the book Mithila  of Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar.

BOOK REVIEW

ORGANON OF THE ART OF HEALING

Ekkirala Krishnamacharya: Organon of The Art of Healing
Copies: The World Teacher Trust, info@worldteachertrust.org

THE WHITE LOTUS

K. Parvathi Kumar: The White Lotus (bilingual editions, English/Spanish or
English/German)
Copies: The World Teacher Trust, info@worldteachertrust.org

Master EK has done immense service to humanity. In
addition to healing the sick he had propagated the
science of homoeopathy through class lectures. A
masterpiece of his service through homoeopathy is
his Organon in Telugu, translated into English. The
Art of Healing has been made very easy and useful
even to a common man trying to know the princi-
ples of health, disease and treatment.
This book gives all the clues of self-rectification,
rules for maintaining health and the various causes
of diseases, together with the process of treatment
to cure the diseases.

The Lotus is a profound Vedic symbol that enchants
the student of symbolism. The booklet is a spontane-
ous talk flowing through the author.
The White Lotus can give us so many messages, if
only we keep looking at it, even if it is only a pic-
ture. A lotus lives in all the three worlds. It has its
roots in the earth, its stalk in the waters, and the
flower above the waters just like the human being.
We are also living in the world of matter, force and
consciousness. So, we are like a lotus, but with a
difference. The lotus is neck deep in waters, but it
still shows its beauty to others. If we are neck deep
in trouble, can we show up that which is like a lotus
in us? It is almost impossible.
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NEWS - REVIEW
TOURS OF THE TEACHER

Extracts from the WTT-Europe Annual Report 03/04

Group Living in India
21 December 2003 14 January 2004
4. Ramadri (Bhimili)
In Ramadri a beautiful black granite statue of the Mother was installed amidst
Vedic rituals, bathing the statue seven times with seven substances.
100.000 booklets with the mantram SRI RAM were also engraved at Ramadri by
families of the WTT, under the guidance and supervision of the Teacher, so
that the earth reverberates with the energy of devotion for Sri Ram.
The building on the far corner of the premises has been turned into a Mithila
school for the children of the nearby village.

5. Simhachalam, 11, 12, 13 January
At the annual Guru Puja celebrations several books written by Master
K.Parvathi Kumar were released. These are:
- The Doctrine of the Eternal Presence.
- The Splendour of the Seven Hills, in English, Telugu and Hindi.
- Listening to the Invisible Master, in Telugu and English.
- Spiritual Psychology Meditations, commentaries in Telugu of the Medita-

tions given by Master E.K. in the book Spiritual Psychology.
- Sri Sastry Garu, in its English original with a Telugu translation.
Fire and water rituals were performed, along with the ritual and chanting to
the Mother Lalita.

6. Radhamadhavam
As every year, our dear Teacher invited the whole group to the World Teacher
Temple, Radhamadhavam, for fire ritual, meditation, breakfast and lunch.
Srimathi Krishna Kumari gifted the group with lovely presents in the name of
the Master.

GROUP FORUM
NEWS & ACTIVITIES

(Inputs welcome)

Group reports: Spain
Name of the group: The World Teacher Trust Spain / WTT España
Contact: Valentin Garcia Lopez, wtt-es@eresmas.net
Activities
3. WTT Groups Girona
In the province of Girona there are several small groups. They are mainly in
the city capital of Girona and in the town of Olot. The two main centres in
Olot are Nilaguiri  and Centre Blau , and there is a third centre at El Pas-
teral. All of them carry on activities in the fields of:
· Healing, Homoeopathy, Medicinal Plants and Oriental therapies
· Yoga
· Lectures on Ancient Wisdom, and apart from the group meditations, they

all do the following activities:
· Thursdays: Healing meditations
· Fridays: Reading of Music of the Soul
· Public lectures on Ancient Wisdom and study of Vedic texts, Satsang
· Visiting the sick. If they are having economical problems they are looked

after for free.
· Amics Units Solidaris  is a service group that distributes food, napkins and

money according to the case to 8 families monthly.
They cooperate actively in the promotion of Paracelsus-Health and Healing
magazine.

4. WTT Muditha  Onda (Castellón)
Group Living every three months in Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius, coin-
ciding with the Fixed Cross. Every time between 30 and 40 members at-
tended, including children. Activities for children, as yoga and mantrams
singing, have been introduced.
· Its members cooperate in the Voluntary Section of the Castellón Provincial
Hospital coordinating and visiting sick people.
· They also cooperate in the distribution and sells and mailing of books of
Dhanishtha Editorial to all parts of Spain and to centres and specialized Book-
shops in Valencia, Castellón and Palma de Mallorca.
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EXTRACTS FROM THE TEACHINGS
THE HIGHER ASPECT OF LIBRA, Part IX

Dr. Sri K. Parvathi Kumar
Peñíscola Group Living, Spain, June 2003

This energy which is now entering into the system should enable the hu-
man consciousness to gain loving understanding. The education will develop
better human relations. That is the very original purpose of education to have
better human relations, but not discord between groups, between nations and
between races. Today there is discord, but the nature of energy has come to
synthesize through right comprehension. It enables promotion of natural laws.
If you take up anything of spiritual value today and work it out, the natural
cooperation will be very much there. Unfortunately we look for social coop-
eration. Don t look for social cooperation initially. Believe in natural coopera-
tion and carry out a pioneering work. If you can carry out pioneering work of
significance, you are one of the builders of the future humanity. That is how
you should think ahead. First receive the energy, comprehend yourself, think
ahead and manifest plans locally. That is why I say, Think globally, act lo-
cally!  Man wants to act globally which is not initially possible. If you start
somewhere in a simple manner, the depth of the quality of work that you do
will find its expression and expansion.

In Spiritual Astrology  it is said: If you are strong with your Saturnian
energy, it would lead you to Jupiterian expansion.  These are the two coun-
terparts of one principle. All initiates acted locally, but have become global.
What is the area Jesus covered? What is the area Moses covered? What area
Pythagoras covered? What area Sai Baba covers? What is their secret? The
depth of the quality of the energy that they manifest makes it global. Man s
thinking is so superficial that he would like to be straight away global. See a
banyan tree. It spreads enormously. There is no other tree compared in its
spreading. It is its depth that makes it spread. It is locally planted and is
growing global.

That is the reason why Master Djwhal Khul also gives the statement:
Out of small duties properly performed will emerge larger responsibili-

ties culminating in global service.
There are steps for growth. The deeper you grow into your consciousness,

the larger you grow. If you are not deep enough, but you are only spreading,
your spread is superficial.

It was told to Alexander by an initiate from Punjab, India: What for are
you spreading? You spread to lose. If you make one foot forward and then
make a second food forward, you have already lost the previous foot. How

much land you cover! But what do you carry with you, when you depart? Don t
be foolish! This aggression and occupation show the magnitude of your igno-
rance, and it keeps you restless all the time. Instead gain the inner kingdom!
You are guided by a spiritual Master. Ask him to guide you more into your own
being than into the outer world. Be a king of your own inner kingdom, and
don t try to crazily occupy others  land. It does not help. You have to return
with empty hands ultimately.  An initiate was bolt enough to tell him like
this. Alexander met such initiates very frequently, when he entered into the
frontiers of ancient India. That caused him enough realisation to return.

When you understand the natural laws, you will give more importance to
the inner growth than to the outer growth. When once you are attuned to
natural laws, your comprehension is better. You would not be prohibitive in
your attitude, exclusive in your attitude. You are more inclusive and more
liberal in your attitude towards others. That is why the new age does not
think in terms of punishments. Instead it thinks of extending a helping hand to
elevate people who are suffering from ignorance. Punitive attitude is human
weakness.

See the life of Jesus which you know so thoroughly. He was not punitive,
and he laughed at the law and at the law court. He smiled at the general
Pilatus. That was education to the general. He smiled and revealed much
education to him. That smile informed Pilatus: Your law is no law. Your jus-
tice and judgement is no judgement. It is the ignorant judging the ignorant.
You never understand the law, when you impose a law of ignorance, and when
you are guided by the general opinion of the society.  In his inner conscience
Pilatus knew that Jesus was not wrong, but he himself was a victim of circum-
stances. His emperor in Rome has appointed him to the region of Israel, Jeru-
salem, and it was his duty to ensure law and order in the community. Certain
selfish forces caused disturbance to the law and order and successfully put
the guilt on Jesus. It was all manipulative, because they saw in Jesus the one
who breaks tradition. He broke certain superstitions, religious laws, and he
did not respect the blind following of Sabbath. He did many such things, and
he tried to clean the temple of Jerusalem in which there was enormous com-
mercial activity. The ordinary people were happy about him, but the people
of money and power were not happy. Frequently he was challenging them
with the natural law.

So, they have all contrived, connived, fabricated and presented a case
against him to the Roman general. When the Roman general looked into the
eyes of Jesus and when Jesus responded by the look along with a smile, Pila-
tus  conscience was deeply touched. He felt this is the man whom the Jews
were expecting. Jesus was growing excessively popular, and then the normal
social powerful lobby started working against him. Jesus challenged the social
power with the power of love and the power of knowledge. He was not vio-



lent. He was strong in his wisdom and presented such wisdom, and that
caused insecurity for the powerful lobby of the society. Pilatus felt it. The
man who is put to judgement has no culpability. So, he postponed the judge-
ment, and even for the second sitting he did not find any guilt with him, but
then there was such a commotion and demand, and there was a request dur-
ing the sacred days of Passover, that the people would prefer Barrabas to be
released and Jesus be crucified. Jesus smiled. He was so Aquarian.

All initiates they see centuries ahead, and they warn the human con-
sciousness of things to come, but still people continue to be slaves of money
and power. The incoming energy is such a downpour that there will be less
and less punishments arsing out of greater and greater comprehension. Pun-
ishing human weakness is crude. You know, the majority of human beings are
not wicked. They are weak. A very small section of humanity is wicked, and a
major portion of humanity is weak, and a very small portion of the humanity
is wise. So, wicked, weak, wise! The wicked capture the weak faster than the
wise. The wicked go to the extent of putting the point of the revolver at your
temple and demand. The wise cannot do it. The wise inform. The wicked
influence. The wise express. The wicked impress, cause missionary work,
militancy, terrorism, bloodshed and capture the humans. That is why the
means of the wicked are considered stronger

than the means of the wise. But then there is the law of nature which
works out the contrary for the wicked and comes up to them like a tidal
wave, like a tornado, like a typhoon, like a cyclone and hits hard, because
also the wicked are subservient to time.

In the meanwhile the wise prepare seeds, so that when time comes they
can once again sow the right seeds after the tornado, after the cyclone. Is this
not the story of Noah? He collected all the right seeds relating to all king-
doms, preserved them, saved them through time and then sowed them, when
the right time came. That is how you have to visualise the work of the Hierar-
chy. They are preparing the seeds for the future. The present will meet its
own crises, but the seeds that are saved through crises inaugurate the new
era.

This comprehension we should have relating to the plan of Hierarchy.
That is why the wise are not engaged in fighting with the wicked. The wicked
will face their destiny through their own actions. In the meanwhile let us
secure the right seeds for the future generations. That is the vision of the
Hierarchy is, a vision that spreads over centuries, up to 21 centuries. That is
how they see and then they sow.

to be continued

PARACELSUS
HEALTH AND HEALING

THE SCROUGE OF CANCER

Cancer is one of the most dreaded diseases and is the main preoccupa-
tion of the medical research. It would be helpful to know the psychological
causes behind this disease.

Cancer is a legacy coming from the Atlantean humanity. The scourge of
this disease devastated the Atlanteans. The roots of the disease are deep
seated in the emotional desire nature and are grounded in the desire body of
humanity at large.

Cancer is basically a disease of inhibition and suppression of desires and
emotions. The emotions of people are also strongly interlaced with sex, which
was excessively suppressed through the moralistic doctrines of variety of
religions. This caused suffering through suppression. While over-expression of
sex leads to syphilis, suppression leads to cancer.

It is about time that man realizes that he cannot excessively suppress or
excessively express any desire or emotion. Moderation and intelligent regula-
tion of any desire is the key to health. Strong desires have their counterpart
as strong aversions. One is the positive swing of emotion while the other is the
negative swing of emotion. Both are extremes causing impact on the human
mechanism.

Cancer has been sustained through generations and is well grounded even
in the soil on which we live. Least we understand that the germs of cancer
infect the vegetable kingdom, and through the vegetable kingdom it infects
the human family. It is also believed that in a similar fashion, syphilis infects
through the mineral kingdom.

The above require consideration; and also for the above reason, cure is
found difficult. This editorial is intended to provoke thought among those who
dedicate their life to restitute health to humanity. More will be spoken on
cancer in the coming editorial, from the esoteric standpoint.

Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar
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Extract from:
Paracelsus  Health and Healing
The Magazine for  Heal ing Pract ices  and Tradit ional  Knowledge
of  Medic ine in  East  and West .

Paracelsus was a master of health and healing who stands for a bridging of the
visible and invisible worlds. What he said 500 years ago is now slowly being
found valid even by modern medical science. Therefore the magazine is pub-
lished in memory of Paracelsus to inform about all varieties of healing known
to be effective.
Subject areas are: Ayurveda, homoeopathy, yoga, alchemy, naturopathy,
traditional Chinese therapies, other traditional therapies from the Far East,
magnetotherapy, hydrotherapy, massage, foot zone massage, phytotherapy,
dietetics, gems for healing (Crystals) colour therapy, sound therapy, old
grandmother recipes , spiritual therapies, including healing through medita-

tion.

Contact: Paracelsus-Center  Ruopigenplatz 2  CH-6015 Reussbühl  Tel. & Fax:
+41  (0)41 250 82 84  info@paracelsus-center.ch www.paracelsus-center.ch

Sample Issue Paracelsus - Health and Healing:

Since 1.5 years a group working on a voluntary basis is publishing this maga-
zine for healing practice and traditional knowledge of medicine in East and
West (in English, German and Spanish). The object of this periodical is to
collect and to synthesize the new and old knowledge of medicine and of the
art of healing of East and West, to make it thus available to the people. The
Editor-in-chief of the magazine is Dr. K. Parvathi Kumar.
You find an electronic sample issue under:
http://www.worldteachertrust.org/pdf/phhII6e.pdf
See also: http://www.worldteachertrust.org/paracelsus_e.htm
With a subscription you support this important work (  70 / year)
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GREAT INVOCATION

OM is the King.
Uttering OM, regain your kingdom.

Be a king and move in the King s Way.
The  King s Way in you is the Path of Breath.
That is, from the nostrils to the Brow Centre,

from the Brow Centre to the windpipe, to the lungs.

Move consciously in the King s Way
and regain the throne which is located in your heart.

The movement in the King s Way is not possible
unless the way is clean and clear.

Keep therefore the respiratory organs clean,
and walk through the Path experiencing OM.

May you proceed to experience yourself as OM, the King.

K. Parvathi Kumar

Let us form the Circle of Good Will.
OMNIA  VINCIT  AMOS

From the South through Love
which is pure.

From the West through Wisdom
which is true.

From the East through Will
which is noble.

From the North through Silence
which is golden.

May the Light make beautiful
our lives.

O Hierophant of our Rite
Let his love shine.

OMNIA  VINCIT  AMOS
Let us form the Circle of the World Servers.

We bow down in homage
and adoration

To the Glorious and Mighty Hierarchy,
The Inner Government of The World,

and to its Exquisite Jewel,
The Star of the Sea -
The World Mother.

From the point of Light
within the Mind of God
let Light stream forth

into the minds of men.
Let light descend on Earth.

From the point of Love
within the Heart of God

let love stream forth
into the hearts of men.

May Christ return to Earth.

From the centre where the
Will of God is known

let purpose guide the little wills of men,
the purpose, which the Masters

know and serve.

From the centre which we call
The race of men

Let the Plan of Love and Light
work out

And may it seal the door
where evil dwells.

From the Avatar of Synthesis
Who is to come

let His energy pour down
in all kingdoms.

May He lift up the Earth to the
Kings of Beauty.

The Sons of Men are one
and I am one with them.
I seek to love, not hate.

I seek to serve and not exact
due service.

I seek to heal, not hurt.

Let pain bring due reward
of light and love.

Let the soul control the outer form
and life and all events,

and bring to light the love
which underlies the happenings

of the time.

Let vision come and insight.
Let the future stand revealed.
Let inner union demonstrate

and outer cleavages be gone.

Let love prevail.
Let all men love.

Master D.K.
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